Computer Games: Remember!!
 Pan European Game Information (PEGI) Ratings show MINIMUM appropriate age!!
 Some games allow multiplayer. You join forces with other players and battle against other
groups. Because your team mates are worldwide, it can result in playing 24-7
 Violent, adult (18) games are worse than watching 18 rated films because your son /
daughter is the perpetrator of extreme violence, choosing victim, weapon & method.

GAME

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Clash of Clans: a multiplayer game in which players build a
community, train troops, and attack other “clans” to earn gold and
elixir, which can then be used to build defences so as to protect
against others attacking them.
Minecraft: First person adventure. The player explores a lowresolution world, collects materials: metal ore, wood, coal, etc,
and crafts useful things (tools, shelter, house), tame animals &
grow food to survive. Fend off night creatures. Minecraft has no
plot or “goal”. Players create their own experience and objectives.
Gran Turismo: Car driving game with pristine graphics, accuracy
of car designs and simulated car handling.

FIFA: Realistic football simulation game.

The Crew: Race cars across the USA.

Grand Theft Auto: Action adventure in which the player is a
criminal rising through the underworld of Los Angeles. Realistic
game play scenes include violence, prostitution, drugs, rape &
torture, enacted by the player.
The Last of Us: Action adventure / survival horror, in which the
player fights to survive in a world taken over by human zombies.

Assassin’s Creed: Series of historical fiction combat games in
which the player is fighting an ancient secret society. Latest
release allows multiplayer action.
Call of Duty: Series of first person shooter games set in military /
war action. The player selects from wide range of military
weapons to kill the other soldiers / terrorists etc.

Each game case shows the PEGI age rating & also shows WHAT the game involves:

This rating is applied once the depiction of violence and / or sexual activity
reaches a stage that looks the same as would be expected in real life. More
extreme bad language, the concept of the use of tobacco and drugs and the
depiction of criminal activities can be content of games that are rated 16.
The adult classification is applied when the level of violence reaches a stage
where it becomes a depiction of gross violence and/or includes elements of
specific types of violence. Gross violence is the most difficult to define since it
can be very subjective in many cases, but in general terms it can be classed as
the depictions of violence that would make the viewer feel a sense of revulsion.

